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Editorial
This artist is one of my favourites from East African Contemporary Art. Equally proficient in
oil and water colour, portraits as well as landscapes. As well as Kenya, he has exhibited

his work in Holland, England, Northern Ireland and Australia.

Here is a 2014 statement from the Salerno Gallery, concerning the 'People of Kenya
Exhibition...

The People of Kenya portrait exhibition brings together the vibrant painted work of
Kenyan artist Patrick Kinuthia. For over 20 years Kinuthia has been creating colourful,

expressive and personal artwork from his studio in Red Hill, Nairobi.

Kinuthia is interested in portraying the culture within a culture, focusing on the many tribes 
within Kenya and their diversity. There are over 50 tribes in Kenya, many of which are 
represented in this exhibition, most notably those from the east and northern parts of the 
country where their traditions are still strong.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production

Cover painting – from Liege Gallery 

Little Art Gallery/Village Market poster from Nairobi Now

https://reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/izibongo-magazine-2017_28.html

http://rastaites.com/izibongo-issues-26-30/

from Pinterest

http://rastaites.com/izibongo-issues-26-30/
https://reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/izibongo-magazine-2017_28.html


from Capital FM Kenya

Patrick
Peter 

Kinuthia



Rockwell
Patrick Peter Kinuthia was born on 11 October 1967. He worked for Citizens Cinema

Cooperation as a poster artist for its cinema halls making scenery and portraits under the
tutelage of the Pakistani artist Mohammed Rafiq. Kinuthia claims his artistic influences to

be Norman Rockwell, Paul Rahily, and David Shepherd.

from Inside African Art

Realist
After leaving High School in 1984, I went to work in our family movie business (Citizen
Cinema Corp.) as a publicity artist for our various movie halls while being tutored by a

Pakistani realist artist and mural painter while we both worked in the company. 

Patrick Kinuthia

from Banana Hill Gallery

Rendering
My style in wildlife paintings is realist in rendering with emphasis of light on my subjects

but impressionist on my market scenes, cultural and portrait art. 

Patrick Kithunia

from Banana Hill Gallery



Motherhood

from Knack4deImpossible

First I have to applaud this artist for the use of watercolor. I struggle with watercolor so the
beautiful rich effect that Patrick Kinuthia gets in his paintings is wonderful. I like Kinuthia’s
portraiture the best. I love how he captures both the personality and realism of the subject.

Though he is liberal with the use of his white space there is a solidity to his figures that I
love.

Kithunia is very good at capturing light and modeling his figures so that they seem seem to
pop off the page.

from Knack4deImpossible



from Nairobi Now



from Pinterest



from The Art Space Kenya

We start off our exhibition calendar for 2017 with a pop-up exhibition at The Lord Errol in
Runda. This is the first of a series of pop – ups planned specifically for Lord Erroll for this

year.

Opening this new partnership is work by Patrick Kinuthia and photography Emmanuel

Jambo.

Kinuthia brings a collection of his most recent works showcasing his exploration of a range

of subjects in his signature style. With works that vary in their content, he incorporates

moments of person to person interaction in bustling spaces, intimate portraits, and

delicate, richly rendered windows to the outside world. He explores the breadth of the

world around him in vivid colour.

from The Art Space Kenya

http://lord-erroll.com/


from Pinterest

Kinuthia’s paintings reflect both a free-style approach as well as a disciplined observer of
both human and animal form and behaviour. His bold strokes of colour light-up the subject

of the canvas, while the subtle backgrounds draw you in to the painting without
concentrating on depth or detail, leaving you to focus on the single object of the painting in

the foreground. 

from Little Gallery



Wildlife
Contrasting the subject from the background is a style I have come to embrace especially
in my wildlife paintings. My attraction to this style is due to the fact that it tends to clarify

the subject in relation to its environs far and near.

Patrick Kinuthia 

from Inside African Art

Watercolour
Though I work well with oils, I prefer working with water colours because it gives me ample

freedom to manipulate water and colours on paper to create light hearted paintings.

Patrick Kinuthia 

from Inside African Art

Work
Patrick and I met recently while I was in Nairobi. What a fine gentleman – I was very

impressed by his passion for his life’s work 

Todd Schaffer

from Inside African Art



from Pinterest



from Nairobi Now



from Little Gallery

Patrick Kinuthia describes himself as a semi-expressionist painter, investigating colour and
energy, light and form. His artistic journey started at a young age at his home in Gachie,

Kiambu. Here, the work of American Realist Norman Rockwell, inspired the young Kinuthia
to start painting with dust and water on paper. He would later study design at the Kenya

Polytechnic University and work for a time as a graphic designer, before quitting and
becoming a full-time artist.

from Where Event





from Pinterest



 

from Nairobi Now



from Little Gallery





painting and article excerpt from Artlife

East African art has recently held the spotlight by the recent charity auction sponsored by
Bonham’s London (May 2013). Serious international investors have put some real cash
into this region, which Carol reports is the bellwether of change. “Africa is poised. East

Africa today is where India was twenty years ago, in terms of contemporary art. For artists,
investors, and gallery dealers alike, that is a big deal.”

“The Bonham’s art sale is the first major exposure of the local market (in Nairobi),”
confirms Lees. She continues to describe that those international investors are looking for

a strong new voice to come out of Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Rwanda.

“Our artists at One Off are leading this wave, in terms of position.” These artists include:

Peterson Kamwathi,
Richard Kimathi
Timothy Brooke
Beatrice Wanjiku

Peter Ellengat
James Mbuthia

Peter Ngugi
Patrick Kinuthia

Florence Wangui
Harison Mbumu
Anthony Okello
Ehoodi Kichapi
Mandy Bonnell

from article by Elaine Kehew incl. interview with Carol Lees of One Off Contemporary Art



from Culture Trip

Originally a virtual gallery selling African art online, the Little Art Gallery has held a number
of exciting art exhibitions in partnership with other institutions in Nairobi, and has finally
established a physical space in Kenya’s port city of Kisumu. With impressively spacious

and stylishly decorated exhibition rooms, the new Little Art Gallery has certainly caused a
stir in Kisumu where it is proudly the first formal visual arts gallery. Representing artists
such as Alan Githuka, Michael Soi, Patrick Kinuthia and Denis Muraguri, the gallery is

committed to cultivating a culture of art appreciation in contemporary Kenya and bringing
exposure to local artists. 

from article by Lilian Diarra
Culture Trip
Sept.2016

http://www.thelittleartgallery.co.ke/


This and the previous poster from Banana Hill Art Gallery



President
NAIROBI, Kenya, Jan 30 – When President Uhuru Kenyatta toured the United States in
August last year, he presented a special gift to former US President George W. Bush to

appreciate his effort in combating HIV/Aids in Africa during his tenure.

The gift was a painting done by renowned Kenyan visual artist Patrick Kinuthia.

Secretary General
Some of other major paintings he has done include a gift to the United Nations Secretary
General Ban Ki-Moon, former President Mwai Kibaki and the late Cabinet Minister John

Michuki among others. 

Chairman
Another person who has supported my work is your Chairman Dr Chris Kirubi. He is a

good promoter of my work and I would like to thank him a lot. He has bought so much from
me but one of the exciting one is a painting I did for him of three Maasai men jumping.

Patrick Kinuthia

excerpts from article by Margaret Wahito
Capital Business

Jan.2015



from Banana Hill Art Gallery



from Lamu Painters Festival

Ever since December 2014, Charles Murito has been inviting local artists to exhibit their
work at a space of his choice on a monthly basis.

At the beginning, the exhibitions were essentially private as they took place in his new 
home in Kileleshewa where personal friends came to see — and potentially buy — the 
artworks.
So successful were these shows, both for the artists and the Kenyans who were often just 
as enamoured with the works of artists like Patrick Kinuthia, Adrian Nduma and Patrick 
Mukabi that he decided to take his end-of-month Saturday programme public.
That’s how it happened that this Saturday afternoon from midday a small but select group 
Kenyan painters will showcase their ‘Art in the Den’ of the new Dusit D2 Hotel off Riverside
Drive in Westlands, Nairobi.

from article by Margaretta Gacheru
Business Daily

Jan.2016



from Nairobi Now



Flowers
The Lamu Painters Festival gave Kinuthia his first experience of being near the ocean,

travelling in boats and seeing Kenya’s coastal life first hand. “I love it,” he tells me. “It is a
totally different environment from what I am used to in Nairobi.” First there are no cars and
the mode of transportation is by boat. Then, the architecture is so different. “I am used to a
gate, a lawn and a house” in that order, says Kinuthia. Here, the homes are walled and in

its private space you find a garden or courtyard with flowers and trees

Patrick Kinuthia

Mangoes
Kinuthia enjoyed visiting Matondoni, one of the day trips scheduled by the festival

organisers. “That trip really stands out,” he tells me. He describes the way the group of
artists were received by the villagers and given cut mangoes and madafu (immature

coconuts with succulent juice) to drink.

Coconuts
Afterwards, the artists were given a demonstration of climbing coconut trees without the

use of ancillary support. They watched in awe. “He was up that tree in 10 seconds!”
Kinuthia exclaims unbelievingly. 

excerpts from Lamu Painters Festival 2015



from Banana Hill Art Gallery



from Lamu Painters Festival



Founded by Karen Laurence-Rowe, Artists Against Extinction is a group of artists who are
trying to help stem this frightening trend in a powerful way… through their art! The artist’s

chosen are all experts in their genre and the work in the gallery is extraordinary! Every
artwork sold from the site will generate 20% to a conservation charity of the artists choice. 

from Nairobi Now



from Kenyan Arts Review

Prints and paintings. Beautiful paintings by local artists can easily be found in galleries and
art centres, ranging from One Off, Circle Art and Banana Hill Galleries to GoDown and
Kuona Trust where one can visit artists in their studios where they’re at work. Prices for

paintings, be they landscapes, portraits or abstract art, can run from one thousand to one
million shillings and more. But you’ve a tight budget, the best way to go is to buy prints of
original paintings by everyone from Jak Katarikawe and Patrick Kinuthia to Yony Waite,

Dennis Muraguri and John Silver Kimani. 

from article by Margaretta wa Gacheru
Kenyan Arts Review

Dec.2016



from Inside African Art



from Knack4deImpossible

Patrick Kithunia


